1. Use a square, same colour both sides
2. Kite folds
3. Fold across
4. Fold in half
5. Precrase
6. Reverse fold
7. Fold over
8. Fold down
9. Turn over
19. Repeat step 17
20. Fold up
21. Fold flap over
22. Open sink
23. Precrease
24. Fold down
25. Repeat steps 20-23 on other side
28. Petal fold

29. Repeat steps 27-28

30. Fold in half. Rotate

31. Crimp fold up to crease in step 26

32. Narrow jelly. You will need to make a petal fold inside the leg. Repeat behind

33. Narrow tail and petal fold inside of legs

34. Reverse fold to form crest/Head...
Forming the legs

Crimp

Reverse fold, repeat behind

Reverse folds for front legs

Sink to shape body, round tail

Forming the head

Squash fold down, repeat behind

Petal fold up, repeat behind

Unwrap layer from behind
45. Fold down, repeat behind.

46. Outside reverse fold.

47. Reverse fold down.

48. Reverse fold out.

49. Unwrap layered from behind.

50. Round crest, pinch nose.

51. Finished Lambeosaurus.

Two reverse folds to shape neck.